1. SUMMARY. DASD IRVIN VISIT FOCUSES ATTENTION ON RWANDA'S LAND MINE PROBLEM. GOR ASKS FOR A U.S. MINE ASSESSMENT TEAM TO COME TO ASSIST UNAMIR WITH ITS DEMINING PROGRAM. START UP OF DEMINING ACTIVITIES AWAITS THE SETTING UP OF TRANSITION INSTITUTIONS. GOR READY TO SIGN PROTOCOL BANNING USE OF LAND MINES. END SUMMARY.
RWANDA REQUESTS VISIT OF U.S. MINE ASSESSMENT TEAM

2. FOLLOWING THE RECENT VISIT OF DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE (DASD) PATRICIA IRVIN, THE GOR OFFICIALLY REQUESTED U.S. ASSISTANCE IN EVALUATING ITS LAND MINE PROBLEM. THE GOR ASKED FOR A U.S. MINE ASSESSMENT TEAM TO VISIT RWANDA TO WORK IN COOPERATION WITH THE U.N. PEACEKEEPING MISSION (UNAMIR) TO "TRAIN THE TRAINERS" TO DETECT AND REMOVE MINES AND TO CONDUCT MINE AWARENESS PROGRAMS.


UN DEMINING PROGRAM COULD BENEFIT FROM U.S. EXPERTISE

3. AS DESCRIBED IN REF B, BOTH GOR AND RPF (RWANDAN PATRIOTIC FRONT) FORCES LAID OVER 50,000 LAND MINES IN THE NORTH DURING THE CIVIL WAR FROM 1990-1993. THE UN ASSISTANCE MISSION IN RWANDA (UNAMIR), CURRENTLY OPERATING IN COUNTRY, HAS AS PART OF ITS MANDATE TO ASSIST IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF A RWANDAN LAND MINE CLEARANCE PROGRAM. THE ENGINEERING GROUP WITHIN THE UN MISSION IS RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPILING DATA ON LOCATIONS AND TYPES OF MINES, PROCUREMENT AND TESTING OF DEMINING EQUIPMENT, TRAINING OF GOR AND RPF FORCES IN THE USE OF THE EQUIPMENT, AND SUPERVISION OF MINE CLEARANCE OPERATIONS.

4. DURING AN UNAMIR BRIEFING FOR DASD IRVIN, UNAMIR'S PLANS SECTION REPORTED THAT IT COULD BENEFIT FROM U.S. ASSISTANCE IN IMPLEMENTING ITS DEMINING PLAN. BASED ON THE MINE MAPS AND INFORMATION PROVIDED BY BOTH SIDES,
U.S. Manufactured mines were laid in Rwanda. Joint Staff's J-5, accompanying Ms. Irvin, advised that information on defusing these mines was classified and could not be released to the UN forces. Instead, a U.S. mine assessment team could provide the training for destroying (rather than defusing) these mines.
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Rwandans Request Demining Assistance

5. In meetings with the Minister of Defense - Augustin Bizimana, the Army Chief of Staff - MGen Nsabimana and the RPF Force Commander - MGen Kagame, DASD Irvin communicated essential elements of proposal (Ref A) for U.S. demining assistance. The Defense Minister told DASD Irvin that U.S. assistance in mine clearance operations would be valued by both sides. President
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SUBJECT: RWANDAN REQUEST FOR DEMINING ASSISTANCE

HABYARIMANA CONFIRMED RWANDAN KEEN INTEREST IN U.S. HELP DURING HIS MEETING WITH MS. IRVIN. BOTH THE MINISTER OF DEFENSE AND MGEN NSABIMANA SAID THAT THEY HAD OFFICERS READY TO BE TRAINED TO BEGIN MINE CLEARANCE OPERATIONS AT THE EARLIEST OPPORTUNITY. LIKewise MGEN KAGAME SAID HIS MEN WERE READY TO BEGIN THE DIFFICULT TASK AS SOON AS A TRANSITION GOVERNMENT WAS IN PLACE. UNFORTUNATELY, BOTH ARMY COMMANDERS LAMENTED, NO OPERATIONS COULD BEGIN UNTIL THE POLITICAL IMPASSE WAS BROKEN AND A TRANSITION GOVERNMENT IN PLACE.

MINE PROBLEM MANAGEABLE ACCORDING TO UN PLANNERS

6. THE MINISTER OF DEFENSE WAS UNDER THE FALSE IMPRESSION THAT MINE CLEARANCE WOULD ONLY TAKE 2-3 MONTHS WHEREAS THE UN FORCES PREDICT THAT OPERATIONS WILL TAKE ALMOST TWO YEARS TO BE COMPLETED. DESPITE THE MISUNDERSTANDING ON TIMING, ALL PARTIES ARE CONFIDENT THAT MINE CLEARANCE OPERATIONS WILL BE SUCCESSFUL. AS THE UN'S CHIEF PLANS OFFICER COMMENTED,
Compared to other countries where mines were dispersed like Mozambique or Cambodia, Rwanda's mine problems are concentrated in the northern sections of the country making demining a more manageable program. The plans officer told DASD Irvin that UNAMIR currently has mine maps specifying the locations of a majority of the mines, while the rest - laid during battle - can be localized to specific areas where fighting took place.

Rwanda ready to sign the protocol banning use of mines

7. To minimize any future land mine problems, the minister of defense told DASD Irvin that Rwanda was ready to sign the protocol banning the use of mines under the Treaty on Conventional Weapons. The minister said that he had been personally touched by the tragedy land mines wreck on peoples' lives. He said some of his friends living in the war zone had lost limbs due to mine accidents. The minister estimated that Rwanda currently has approximately 10 mine related accidents a month. ICRC estimates are slightly lower with 40 incidents over the past six months.

DASD Irrvin visits war wounded at military hospital

8. At the minister's invitation, DASD Irvin also visited the war wounded at the Kanombe Military Hospital. Most of the soldiers who had lost limbs had not been fitted with prosthetic devices yet. According to hospital officials, once fitted, the soldiers would be sent to a separate facility for therapy and training. The Patriotic Front told DASD Irvin during her visit to Mulindi of a similar program for its war wounded in which soldiers who had lost limbs were given vocational training in carpentry, electronics,
8. While on the visit to Kanombe hospital, Dasd Irvin also visited the pediatric clinic, funded under the U.S. civic action program. The clinic was fully operational with doctors attending to mothers and their children. One wing of the clinic was being used to house war-wounded awaiting prosthetic devices.

SUBJECT: RWandan Request for Demining Assistance

Provide substantial expertise to UNAMIR's Demining Program, currently being developed by the Polish and Belgian Planning Section. The Bangladeshi Engineering Company, who will implement the program, have no significant training in mine clearance operations and could also benefit from U.S. instruction. The Embassy proposes that a mine assessment team visit Rwanda in early May to begin its survey. POC for coordination of the proposed visit will be Econoff Laura Lane, Tel (250) 75602, Fax (250) 72128. Rawson